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MANAGEMENT DATA TRANSFER BETWEEN PROCESSORS

BACKGROUND

[0001] As the demand for faster processing power increases, many

system developers are making use of multi-processor systems. A multi

processor system is one that includes more than one central processing unit. A

processing unit, also referred to as a processor, is responsible for executing

computer programming and thus performs a computing system's primary

functions. Having more than one processor in a system may allow the system

to process tasks at a faster rate.

[0002] A typical multi-processor system includes a managing

processor and a number of managed host processors. The managing

processor may receive information from the managed host processors relating

to their configuration, operation, and performance.

[0003] This type of information may be very useful to a management

entity such as a central management system. A central management system

may be configured to interface with and manage the operating systems of

several different computing and networking systems. Having management

information related to the many processors within a system, a management

entity may make more effective use of the various processing resources

available.

[0004] Data transfer between a managing processor and a managed

host processor is typically done through a one-wire serial communication bus.

The managing processor typically includes a master bus station for polling a

slave bus station on a managed host processor. Upon being polled the

managed host processor sends the appropriate management data. However,



this process is relatively slow compared to the speed at which many processors

are able to execute instructions. Thus, by the time the management data from

the managed processor in response to the poll reaches the managing

processor, it may be outdated and of little use.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] The accompanying drawings illustrate various embodiments of

the principles described herein and are a part of the specification. The

illustrated embodiments are merely examples and do not limit the scope of the

claims.

[0006] Fig. 1 is a diagram showing an illustrative multi-processor

system, according to one embodiment of principles described herein.

[0007] Fig. 2 is a diagram showing an illustrative multi-processor

system in greater detail, according to one embodiment of principles described

herein.

[0008] Fig. 3 is a diagram of an illustrative Input/Output (I/O) bus

device interface, according to one embodiment of principles described herein.

[0009] Fig 4A is a diagram showing illustrative indexing of alert data

within a configuration space, according to one embodiment of principles

described herein.

[0010] Fig. 4B is a diagram showing illustrative indexing of

management data within a configuration space, according to one embodiment

of principles described herein.

[001 ] Fig. 5 is a flow chart showing illustrative tasks performed by a

managing processor and a managed host processor, according to one

embodiment of principles described herein.

[0012] Fig. 6 is a flow chart showing an illustrative method for

transferring management data between two processors, according to one

embodiment of principles described herein.

[0013] Throughout the drawings, identical reference numbers

designate similar, but not necessarily identical, elements.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] As mentioned above, the transfer of management data

between a managing processor and a managed host processor is typically done

through a one-wire serial communication bus. This process is relatively slow

compared to the speed at which many processors are able to execute

instructions. This slow process may be due to the signaling speed of the

communication bus and the communication protocols used. Thus, by the time

the management data reaches the managing processor, it may be outdated.

Outdated management data may not be of much use to the managing

processor or a larger management entity that communicates with or

incorporates the managing processor, such as a central management system.

[0015] In light of this and other issues, the present specification

relates to methods and systems for transferring management data between two

processors. According to certain illustrative embodiments, a managing

processor and a managed host processor may be connected to an Input/Output

(I/O) bus system. Within this I/O bus system, a direct communication bus may

run from the managing processor to the managed host processor. The

managing processor may use the direct communication bus to send a memory

location to the managed host processor. The memory location may be part of a

memory address space within an I/O device interface of the managing

processor. The memory location may indicate where the managed host

processor should send management data for the managing processor. The

managed host processor may then send management data over the I/O bus

system to the proper memory location indicated by the managing processor.

The management data may then be processed by the managing processor and

sent to a management entity.

[0016] Through use of a method or system embodying principles

described herein, a managing processor may receive management data from a

managed host processor at a rapid rate, allowing the managing processor to

have up-to-date management data for the managed host processor. This

management data may be passed on to a management entity such as a central



management system which may be able to effectively use the management

data to manage a plurality of computer systems. Additionally, the managing

processor need not wait until a scheduled time to receive updated management

data. The managed host processor may send management data in response to

a change of state at any time.

[0017] In the following description, for purposes of explanation,

numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough

understanding of the present systems and methods. It will be apparent,

however, to one skilled in the art that the present apparatus, systems and

methods may be practiced without these specific details. Reference in the

specification to "an embodiment," "an example" or similar language means that

a particular feature, structure, or characteristic described in connection with the

embodiment or example is included in at least that one embodiment, but not

necessarily in other embodiments. The various instances of the phrase "in one

embodiment" or similar phrases in various places in the specification are not

necessarily all referring to the same embodiment.

[0018] Referring now to the figures, Fig. 1 is a diagram showing an

illustrative multi-processor system. According to certain illustrative

embodiments, a multi-processor system (100) may include a managing

processor (102) and a number of managed host processors (104-1 , 104-2, 104-

3). The managing processor (102) may communicate with the managed host

processors (104-1 , 104-2, 104-3) over a communication link (106). In a system

that includes multiple host processors (104), a managing processor (102) is

typically used to manage the communication of data between the host

processors (104) and a larger managing entity.

[0019] Fig. 2 is a diagram showing an illustrative multi-processor

system (200) in greater detail. According to certain illustrative embodiments, a

managing processor (212) may be communicatively coupled to a managed host

processor (202) through a communication bus (224) and a power control link

(222).



[0020] The managing processor (212) may also be connected to the

host processor (202) through an I/O bus system. The I/O bus system may

include a number of I/O bus lines (232) and I/O bus switches (230).

[0021] As mentioned above, a typical multi-processor system (200)

includes a managing processor (212). The managing processor (212) may be

used to manage the flow of data between a number of host processors (e.g.,

202) and possibly other peripheral components. According to certain illustrative

embodiments, a managing processor (212) may include a power interface

(214), a master bus station (216), an I/O bus device interface (218), and a

communication interface (220).

[0022] A managing processor (212) may have the capability of

controlling the power being supplied to the managed host processors (202). A

power interface (214) may allow the managing processor (212) to power on or

power off a managed host processor (e.g., 202) via a power control link (222).

For example, if a particular managed host processing unit is not being used, it

may be powered down to conserve energy until it is needed again. The

managing processor (212) may power on a host processing unit when the host

processing unit is required for various processing tasks as directed by a

management entity (226).

[0023] As mentioned above, a typical way for a managing processor

(212) to receive management data from a host processor (e.g., 202) is for a

master bus station (216) of the managing processor (212) to poll a slave bus

station (206) on a managed host processor (202). The host processor (202)

may then send the requested data back to the managing processor (212) over

the serial communication bus (224). This process is relatively slow as the serial

communication bus (224) is not designed for high bandwidth data transfer.

Additionally, the managed host processor (202) may only send management

data to the managing processor (212) when polled. Thus, the managed host

processor (202) may have no way of alerting the managing processor (212) to a

change of its state or configuration.

[0024] In order to provide a managing processor (212) and thus a

management entity (226) with up-to-date management data from the host



processors (e.g., 202), the present specification discloses a method for

providing management data to the managing processor (212) over a faster

connection.

[0025] As indicated above, a managing processor typically includes

an I/O bus device interface (218) configured to use an I/O bus system (232,

230). An I/O bus system (232, 230) provides a means of transferring data

between multiple devices. Data may be transferred over bus lines and routed

from a source to a proper destination based on the system configuration. One

example of such an I/O bus system is a Peripheral Component Interconnect

(PCI) express bus system.

[0026] The managing processor (212) may include an I/O bus device

interface (218) for the purpose of managing the flow of data over the I/O bus

system (232, 230). Additionally, other devices along the I/O bus system may

include their own I/O bus device interfaces or similar components used to

interact with other devices along the I/O bus system.

[0027] An I/O bus may be used to transfer data to many different

types of peripheral devices. An I/O bus switch (230) may be used to route the

flow of data over multiple I/O bus lines (e.g., 232). An I/O bus line may be

made of several parallel wires, each wire carrying a bit of information at a time.

In some embodiments, an I/O bus line may include one wire which may carry

only one bit at a time in a serial fashion. Some serial bus lines may be

designed to transfer data at very high rates. Despite the type of bus line, an I/O

switch (230) may be configured to route the flow of information between I/O bus

device interfaces (218) of the various components using an I/O bus (232).

[0028] As mentioned above, management data may be relayed to a

management entity (226) such as a central management system.

Consequently, the managing processor (212) may include a communication

interface (220) to communicate data over a network link (246) to a management

entity (226). The network link (246) may be any suitable communication link for

transferring data between the managing processor (212) and the management

entity (226).



[0029] The managed host processors (e.g., 202) of a multi-processor

system (200) may be responsible for performing the main processing tasks

required by the system. According to certain illustrative embodiments, a

managed host processor (e.g., 202) may include a memory controller (204), a

slave bus station (206) and a root complex (208).

[0030] The managed host processor (202) uses a memory controller

(204) to communicate with system memory (210). Typical system memory

(210) includes several levels of memory, including but not limited to, processor

registers, processor cache, main memory and non-volatile memory, that will

each be described below. For example, after data is processed by the

processor (202), it may be placed into one of the processor's registers. A

typical processor includes a number of registers in which to hold data for quick

access by the processor. From the registers, the data may be moved to a

processor cache. Some processors may include several levels of processor

cache. From the processor cache data may be moved into main memory. The

processor registers, processor cache, and main memory are generally made of

volatile memory modules. Volatile memory modules do not hold their data

when powered down. From main memory, some data may be moved to a non

volatile memory storage unit such as a hard disk drive or a solid-state drive.

[0031] A root complex (208) may be used to connect a host processor

(202) to the I/O bus system (230, 232). The root complex (208) may initiate the

transfer of data between the processor and other devices along the I/O bus

system. In some embodiments, the root complex (208) may be integrated with

a processor (202). In some cases, the root complex (208) may be designed as

a device which is separate from the processor (202).

[0032] Fig. 3 is a diagram of an illustrative Input/Output (I/O) bus

device interface (300). According to certain illustrative embodiments, an I/O

bus device interface (300) may include an addressable memory (304). The

addressable memory (304) may include an alert area (306) and a data area

(308). The addressable memory may also include a configuration space (302)

which may be used to configure the I/O bus device interface (300) including

memory addresses that are used to access the addressable memory (304).



The configuration space (302) may also include a base address register (310).

Some bus systems such as a PCI express bus system are designed with an

auto configuration mechanism which allows devices of the bus system to be

automatically configured when powered on. This may be done with a

configuration space (302). A configuration space (302) may exist within a small

section of addressable memory (304) designed to hold information related to

the configuration of the device. The configuration space (302) is typically made

of a volatile form of memory. Thus, it loses its information when power is

disrupted. Upon a system shutdown or restart, the configuration space (302)

must be reprogrammed.

[0033] The configuration space (302) may be programmed by a Basic

Input Output System (BIOS), a piece of firmware, or an operating system upon

a system start or restart. Upon a system start, the system may be configured to

detect all devices along an I/O bus system. The devices which are found along

the bus system may be mapped and configured accordingly. This may be done

by programming a number of base address registers (310). The base address

registers (310) may also be used to set the addresses used to access the

addressable memory.

[0034] The addressable memory (304) within the Input/Output bus

device interface (300) may be assigned to specific purposes. For example,

according to the principles disclosed herein, some memory address space may

be designated for management data being transferred between managed and

managing processors. Likewise, some memory address space may be

designated as an alert area.

[0035] Fig. 4A is a diagram showing illustrative indexing (400) of

management data within a configuration space. According to certain illustrative

embodiments, a specific block of addressable memory (304) within an

Input/Output bus device interface (300) may be designated as a management

data area (402). The management data area (402) may be used to store

management data received from a managed host processor. The managed

host processor (202, Fig. 2) may be given the appropriate memory location

within the configuration space (302, Fig. 2) in which to place the management



data. The managed host processor (202, Fig. 2) may use the existing I/O bus

system (230, 232; Fig. 2) to access the addressable memory within the I/O bus

device interface on the managing processor (212, Fig. 2).

[0036] In some embodiments, a computing system may include

multiple managed host processors. In such embodiments, each managed host

processor may be given a specific block of memory within the management

data area (402) in which to store management data. For example, if a given

computing system includes N managed host processors, then the management

data area (402) may be divided into N segments. The N segments may be

indexed between 0 and N-1 . As will be appreciated by one skilled in the

relevant art, there may be other ways to index the management data for the

multiple host processors of the computing system. A method or system

embodying principles described herein may employ any suitable indexing

method.

[0037] Fig 4B is a diagram showing illustrative indexing (404) of alert

data within a configuration space (302, Fig. 2). According to certain illustrative

embodiments, a specific block of memory within a configuration space (302,

Fig. 2) may be designated as alert area (406). The alert area (406) may be

designated as a location in which a managed host processor (202, Fig. 2)

places a predetermined value to indicate to the managing processor (212, Fig.

2) that newly-provided management data is in a corresponding management

data area (402). Doing so will allow the managed host processor to inform the

managing processor of a change in state or configuration of the host processor

immediately. This function may be referred to as "doorbell" functionality.

[0038] When a value is stored in an alert area (406), the managing

processor operation is interrupted and it can then examine the corresponding

management data area (402). Thus, the managing processor may be informed

of changes in the host processor as they occur instead of waiting until the next

time the managing processor polls the managed host processor for

management data. The alert area (406) may also be indexed in a manner

similar to the manner described above for the management data area (402).



[0039] Fig. 5 is a flow chart showing illustrative tasks (500) performed

by a managing processor (502) and a managed host processor (504).

According to certain illustrative embodiments, the managing processor (502)

and the managed host processor (504) may perform a set of steps (506, 508,

510) to setup the system to allow for the transfer of management data over an

I/O bus system. During normal operation of the processors (502, 504), the

managed host processor (504) and the managing processor (502) may

repeatedly perform a set of steps (512, 514, 516, 518) to transfer the

management data over the I/O bus system.

[0040] As mentioned above, a managed host processor (504) may be

in a powered down state until needed. When needed, the managing processor

(502) may send (step 506) a signal over a power link to power up the managed

host processor (504).

[0041] Upon power up, a BIOS or firmware system associated with

the managed host processor (504) may enumerate (step 508) the bus system.

The enumeration process may involve detecting all devices along the bus

system and programming the configuration space of certain devices.

Particularly, the enumeration process may involve designating a management

data area and an alert area, as described above, within the addressable

memory of an I/O bus device interface of the managing processor (504).

[0042] After the bus system has been enumerated and the

configuration space of the managing processor (502) has been properly

programmed, the managing processor (502) may use a direct communication

bus (224, Fig. 2) to inform (step 510) the managed host processor (504) of

important memory locations within the addressable memory of the Input/Output

bus device interface (300, Fig. 3) of the managing processor (502). The

important memory locations may include the proper memory location in which

management data is to be stored and the memory location which has been

designated as an alert area. Furthermore, the managing processor (502) may

inform the managed host processor (504) procedural information such as what

type of management data should be sent and how often.



[0043] After the system has been setup to allow the transfer of

management data from the managed host processor (504) to the managing

processor (502), the actual transfer of management data may take place as

determined by the established procedures. The managed host processor (504)

may collect (step 512) management data and send (step 514) the management

data to the proper memory address in the I/O bus device interface of the

managing processor as previously indicated by the managing processor (502)

over the I/O communication bus. The managed host processor (504) may then

send (step 516) alert data to the proper alert area as indicated by the managing

processor (502).

[0044] The frequency with which management data is transferred

from the managed host processor (504) to the managing processor (502) may

vary throughout different embodiments. In some embodiments, the managed

host processor (504) may be configured to send management data at regular

intervals. Additionally or alternatively, the managed host processor (504) may

send management data in response to a change of state, configuration, or

performance. Thus, the managing processor (502) may receive the data soon

after the change occurs instead of waiting until the next scheduled interval.

[0045] Upon receiving management data at a scheduled interval or as

indicated by an alert notification, the managing processor (502) may process

(step 518) the data and submit it to a managing entity. The managing entity

may use the management data to manage the processing resources of a

plurality of computing systems more effectively.

[0046] Fig. 6 is a flowchart showing an illustrative method for

transferring management data between two processors. According to certain

illustrative embodiments, the method (600) may include determining (step 602),

with a managing processor, a memory location within an addressable memory

of an I/O bus device interface of the managing processor; with the managing

processor, informing (step 604) the managed host processor of the memory

location using a direct communication bus connected between the managing

processor and the managed host processor; and receiving (step 606), with the

managing processor, the management data from the managed host processor



over the I/O bus system to be stored in the memory location. The method may

further include sending (step 608) the management data to a management

entity.

[0047] In sum, through use of a method or system embodying

principles described herein, a managing processor may receive management

data from a managed host processor at a rapid rate, allowing the managing

processor to have up-to-date management data. This management data may

be passed on to a management entity such as a central management system

which may be able to effectively use the management data to manage a

plurality of computer systems. Additionally, the managing processor need not

wait until a scheduled time to receive updated management data. The

managed host processor may send data in response to a change of state at any

time.

[0048] The preceding description has been presented only to illustrate

and describe embodiments and examples of the principles described. This

description is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit these principles to any

precise form disclosed. Many modifications and variations are possible in light

of the above teaching.



CLAIMS

WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1. A method for transferring management data between processors over an

Input/Output (I/O) bus system (232), the method comprising:

receiving said management data at a managing processor (212) from a

managed host processor (202) over said I/O bus system (232); and

storing said management data in a memory location of an addressable

memory (304) of an I/O bus interface device (216) of said managing processor

(212).

2 . The method of claim 1 further comprising, sending said memory location

of said addressable memory (304) to said managed host processor (202) from

said managing processor (212) along a direct communication bus (224).

3 . The method of any of claims 1 - 2 , further comprising sending said

management data from said managing processor (212) to a management entity

(226).

4 . The method of any of claims 1 - 3 , in which said receiving said

management data at said managing processor (212) from said managed host

processor (202) occurs at regular intervals according to a predetermined

schedule.

5 . The method of any of claims 1 - 3 , in which said receiving said

management data at said managing processor (212) from said managed host

processor (202) occurs in response to said managed host processor (202)

sending said management data in response to a change of state of said

managed host processor (202).



6 . The method of any of claims 1 - 5 , further comprising receiving

management data at said managing processor (212) from a number of

additional managed host processors (202).

7 . The method of claim 6 , further comprising indexing management data

from said managed host processors (202) in said addressable memory (304),

said indexing being based on a number assigned to each of said managed host

processors (202).

8 . The method of claim any of claims 1 - 7 , further comprising notifying,

through an alert mechanism, said managing processor (212) upon receipt of

said management data from said managed host processor (202).

9 . The method of any of claims 1 - 8 , in which said I/O bus system (232)

comprises a Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) express bus system.

10. A multi-processor system (200) comprising:

a managing processor (212); and

at least one managed host processor (202) communicatively coupled to

said managing processor (212) through an Input/Output (I/O) bus system (232);

in which said managing processor (212) is configured to:

receive management data from said at least one managed host

processor (202) through said Input/Output (I/O) bus system (232); and

store said management data in an addressable memory (304) of

an I/O bus interface device (218) of said managing processor (212).

11. The method of claim 10, in which said managing processor (212) is

further configured to send a memory location within said addressable memory

(304) to said managed host processor (202) along a direct communication bus

(224).



12. The system of any of claims 10 - 11, in which said managing processor

(212) is further configured to send said management data to a management

entity (226).

13 . The system of any of claims 10 - 12 , in which to receive said

management data from said at least one managed host processor (202), said

managing processor (212) is further configured to index management data from

said at least one managed host processor (202) in an addressable memory

(304) of said I/O bus device interface (218), said indexing being based on a

number assigned to at least one of said managed host processors (202).

14. The system of any of claims 10 - 13, in which said I/O bus system (232)

comprises a Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) express bus system.

15. A method for transferring management data between a managed host

processor and a managing processor over an Input/Output (I/O) bus system,

the method comprising:

with a managing processor (212), determining a memory location within

an addressable memory (304) of an I/O bus device interface (218) of said

managing processor (212);

with said managing processor (212), informing said managed host

processor (202) of said memory location using a direct communication bus

(224) connected between said managing processor (212) and said managed

host processor (202); and

with said managing processor (212), receiving said management data

from said managed host processor (202) over said I/O bus system (232) to be

stored in said memory location.
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